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From Images to 
Insights
Australian solution provider leverages Intel® 

technologies to deliver an AI-powered, self-service 

vision analytics solution to glean insights in real-time 

from images and videos.
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Organisations across industries are increasingly looking 
at AI-driven technologies to analyse images and videos—
often in real-time—to solve a variety of problems such 
as enhancing customer experience, increasing safety, and 
improving product quality to name a few. As a result, vision 
analytics, which leverages computer vision and machine 
learning to anonymously detect people and objects, predict 
events, and glean insights from images and videos, is 
increasingly being adopted by organisations.

Meet Viana™
To meet this growing need among organisations, meldCX™, an 
Australian solution provider, developed an AI-powered vision 
analytics solution in association with Intel®. Called Viana™—
short for Vision Analytics—it allows organisations to leverage 

vision analytics software through a simple and straightforward 
interface, without the need for developers, to gain real-time 
insights from images and videos.

Available as a SaaS solution, Viana™ helps organisations 
anonymously measure how people work, shop, learn or play 
in physical and digital spaces. The solution has a variety 
of buildable out-of-the-box AI modules for Anonymous 
Audience Measurement, Signage Content Effectiveness, 
Traffic Measurement, Licence Plate Recognition, Parking 
Management, People Counting, Zone Engagement, and 
Programmatic Advertising. 

In addition, meldCX™ has custom solutions for highly specialised 
use cases that are underpinned by custom model training and 
deliver results in shorter time frames at lower costs.

Powered by Intel®
To develop Viana™, meldCX™ leveraged Intel’s OpenVINO™ 
and Edge technologies with Intel® Core™ Processors for 
better optimisation of AI frameworks and for powerful edge 
computing. The Intel® Edge device—powered by Intel® Core™ 
processors and Intel® Movidius™ Vision Processing Units 
(VPUs)—converts image data to metric or numeric data making 
sure that no images are transmitted or stored. This ensures that 
no personally identifiable information (PII) is captured.

With Intel® OpenVINO™ technology this data is then processed 
and encrypted, and ready to be sent to the cloud. From the Edge 
the data is transmitted to the cloud where it is analysed using 
computer vision and machine learning algorithms.

From Images to Insights

Intel® Core™ processors power 
edge computing that are both 
speedy and secure. Intel® provides 
hardened full-stack security 
solutions to protect sensitive data at 
all states of data—at-rest, in-transit, 
and in-use.”
 
Joy Chua

EVP, Strategy & Development, meldCX
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Simple, Swift, Secure
Viana™ allows organisations to analyse images and videos 
using machine vision and artificial intelligence data without 
the need for developers. Besides, by using both Intel® Core™ 
processors and Intel® OpenVINO™, Viana™ is able to improve 
latency across all devices, reduce costs of cloud consumption, 
and enhance the security framework as processing is done at 
the edge and no sensitive data is uploaded to the cloud.

In addition, Viana™ harnesses the power of AI and edge 
computing to produce fast and accurate real-time insights. 
Since the solution is trained using anonymised synthetic data, it 
ensures that any data collected is anonymous and secure.

Organisations also have the choice to consume Viana™ in 
multiple ways—Ready to Go, Bring your own AI model, and a 
custom or personalised offering. 
 

      Ready to Go: Utilise Viana’s no-code platform to 
deploy, manage, and analyse off-the-shelf AI use cases 
without the need for developers. 
 
Bring your own AI: Speed up deployment of your 
unique AI use case by adding your existing AI/ML 
models and algorithms to the Viana™ platform. You can 
also combine one of your models with ours.   
 
Custom or Personalised: Work with a dedicated team 
of meldCX™ engineers to train AI datasets to support 
new use cases with our data engine.

About meldCX™
meldCX™, which stands for melding the customer experience, 
is an Australian solution provider that aims to democratise 
AI and IoT and make these technologies consumable for all 
verticals using best-of-breed AI and edge technologies.

Meet the Solution
Viana™ is a vision analytics solution to gain real-time insights 
from images and videos with a simple and straightforward 
interface and without the need for developers.

The Intel® Edge
Leveraging Intel’s OpenVINO™ and edge technologies with 
Intel® Core™ Processors, Viana™ delivers better optimisation 
of AI frameworks and for powerful edge computing.

The Benefits
Get real-time insights from images and videos, improve 
latency, cut cloud costs by using edge technologies, and 
enhance data security.

John Rho | AI ISV Partner Manager   
 John.rho@intel.com 
 Australia

Powered by Intel’s 
OpenVINO™ and Edge 
technologies.


